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Georgia Legislative Session 
SIRC hosted its third True Perspectives Seminar of 
2014 on April 17 at the Landings Plantation Club. The 
first two speakers were our local Georgia legislators: 
Senator Buddy Carter and Representative Dr. Ben 
Watson.
A key item was the budget which is required by the 
state Constitution to be balanced each year - always a 
formidable task after the 2008 severe economic down-
turn driving down state revenues 25%. Despite such 
austerity, the state was quite responsible in contribut-
ing a total of  $266 million to the Savannah Harbor 
deepening project - $35 million this year.
Another issue was the need to renourish the Tybee 
Island beach which suffers from the channel deepen-
ing. $6 million was contributed by the state for that pro-
ject.
Georgia also voted to call for a federal balanced 
budget amendment - needing only 13 more states to 
call for a focussed constitutional convention on that 
issue alone.

Other items of note in this year’s 40-day legislative 
session were:
•  Gun legislation to allow churches to opt in to con-
cealed carry weapons, and bars to opt out. Allowing 
discretion for enforcing weapons bans near schools 
instead of automatic felonies for minor offenses such 
as a Boy Scout having a camping knife in his car.
•  Highway fines for slow-pokes in left lanes
•  Alcohol sales allowed in bars on Sundays of St. Pat-
rick’s weekends.
•  Having a referendum this November on freezing 
state income tax rate staying no higher than 6%.
Of note were items that did not pass:
•  Allowing marijuana research on preventing seizures
•  Having Georgia opt out of Common Core education.
          

                                                      
___________________________________________
Candidate Forum
The next part of True Perspectives on April 17 was a 
chance to showcase the two candidates running in the 
Republican Primary for the vacated Georgia House 
seat.  Rep. Ben Watson is running for the vacated Ga. 
Senate seat as Buddy Carter is running for the U.S. 
House seat vacated by Jack Kingston who is running 
for the U.S. Senate. 
Past SIRC  Chairman Dick Miller moderated the “de-
bate” between Martin Sullivan and Jesse Petrea. He 
started with asking the candidates to introduce them-
selves.
Jesse Petrea is a Skidaway Island resident who has 
spent his entire 25 year career in the private sector 
creating jobs and meeting customer needs in the 

healthcare sector. His philosophy is pro-business, pro-
guns and pro-life and he is a firm believer in the private 
sector doing it far better than government.
Martin Sullivan brings a fresh and diverse view to the 
political arena. A 2008 college graduate, he experi-
enced the frustrations due to a government that has 
not solved the economy’s problems in trying to create 
jobs. He has worked for his family’s insurance busi-
ness and volunteered in state government and on sev-
eral political campaigns to see how state government 
works and volunteered for a private charitable organi-
zation. 
As for distinguishing characteristics to highlight in their 
campaigns, Martin Sullivan pointed to his involvement 
with several state offices - Lieutenant Governor, Attor-
ney General and Secretary of Agriculture. As a recent 
college graduate, he brings a fresh new perspective on 
meeting the needs of the next generation.
Jesse Petrea heralded his entrepreneurship in the pri-
vate sector as an outsider to the political process to 
promote competition and private sector solutions to 
society’s needs. His 25 years of work experience and 
his raising a family put him in touch with the majority of 
Georgia’s electorate in crafting government’s role in 
the future. He also referenced his 25 years of health 
care experience as an attribute to help to solve future 
problems in the state with a $9 billion budget for Medi-
caid alone.
As for Charter Schools, both candidates supported 
them in getting more competition in the education 
process, with Petrea going even further in supporting 
vouchers to be used for private schools.
On state income taxes, both supported the move to 
cap the top rate at 6%. Sullivan was for a more funda-
mental look at the way state revenue is raised, even 
seeming to support a reduction in income tax, replac-
ing it with a sales tax increase. Petrea was more for a 
focussed approach, e.g. give retired veterans a break 
on income taxes as an incentive to move here after 
serving. On taxes in general, he cited endorsements 
from Ron Stephens and Burk Day who together crafted 
tax legislation helping homeowners in Georgia.
The next area covered was to list the first two pro-
grams each candidate would push if elected.  Petrea 
would push for allowing life insurance policies to be 
converted to long term care policies, as the aging of 
the population and health care cost inflation are two 
major concerns. He would also push for the above tax 
exemption for military veterans.
Sullivan stressed education and jobs as a priority, sug-
gesting more technical colleges for those not inclined 
to a more academic life. He would even tie drivers li-
censes to completing high school as an incentive not 
to drop out.      
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Buddy Carter - Senator Earl L. “Buddy” Carter represents 
Georgia Senate District 1 - Metro Savannah. 
He chairs the Public Safety Committee and 
is a committee member of Appropriations, 
Health & Human Services and Higher 
Education. He is also Republican Chief 
Deputy Whip. He owns Carter’s Pharmacy, 
an independent pharmacy chain in Pooler, 
Rincon & Garden City and served as Mayor 

of Pooler. 
Home and Phone:  Pooler, GA; 912-344-5510
Email:BuddyCarter@BuddyCarterforCongress.com
Website: www.BuddyCarterforCongress.com

Darwin Carter  -  is an international consultant, 
businessman and farmer in rural Bacon 
County. After a 12 year career with Sears 
and then operating his family agri-business 
in Georgia, he was tapped by President 
Ronald Reagan to manage agricultural 
projects at a national and international level for 
the USDA. He was Georgia State Executive 

Director of the Agricultural Stabilization and 
Conservation Service, Assistant to the Undersecretary for 
International Affairs and Commodity Programs and Assistant 
to the Deputy.
Home and Phone:  Alma, GA; 912-632- 8888
Email: winwithdarwin@atc.cc
Website: www.darwincarter.com

Jeff Chapman -  was elected to the State House of Rep-
resentatives in 2012 for Georgia's coastal 
District 167. Twice elected to the Glynn 
County Commission, he  served three terms 
in the State Senate.  In 2010, he entered 
the Republican primary election for Gover-
nor. He sold Chapman Waste Disposal to 
Waste Management Company, where he was 
Division President.  

Home and Phone: Brunswick, GA; 912-399-8683
Email: jeff@chapmanforcongress.com
Website: www.chapmanforcongress.com 

Bob Johnson - is a  Savannah surgeon and a 26-year 
Army Veteran, first as a Ranger and then as 
a surgeon. He also served as the Chief of 
the Special Medical Response Teams in the 
Pacific and as an international expert on 
disaster response and chemical/ biological 
terrorism. He led a team of medical person-
nel to Louisiana after Hurricane Katrina and 
has been a regular medical missionary to 

Guatemala. His wife is a physician. One son is a medical 
student, another is at West Point and  a daughter will attend 
Harvard University next year.
Home and Phone: Isle of Hope, GA; 912-604-3172
Email: entfps1@comcast.net
Website: www.bobjohnsonforcongress.com

Earl Martin - Dr. Earl Martin served his family practice 
residency for three years in Jacksonville, 
Florida and moved to Mississippi  where he 
had a rural medical practice for six years. In 
1986 he moved to Blackshear, Georgia to 
establish a private practice for 15 years, and 
then with a community health center in Way-
cross, Georgia.

Home and Phone: Blackshear, GA;  912-288-4566
Email: martin1stdistrictga@gmail,com
Website:  www.drmartinforcongress.com
facebook.com/Dr.Earl.Martin.
John McCallum - A graduate of Washington & Lee and  

an All-America football player, John worked for 
Speaker Newt Gingrich as a budget, banking and 
tax advisor on the Contract with America. In 
Georgia, he started a software company and a  
charter high school for math, science, and 
technology.  With an MPA from Harvard University, 
John then worked for Goldman Sachs. He next 

founded JAM Capital Partners, which invests in, 
builds and grows small and medium-sized businesses in the 
U.S.  John also served in the U.S. Navy Reserve.
Home and Phone: St. Simon’s Island, GA; 912-268-2546
Email:  john@johnmccallum.us
Website: www.johnmccallum.us  
________________________________________________
Georgia House Seat - District 166                                                        
Jesse Petrea - graduated Benedictine Military School and 

in 1989 Armstrong Atlantic University with a de-
gree in Biology. Jesse and his wife Brianna have 
two children. He is CEO & co-owner of Altrus As-
sisted Living and Vice President and co-owner of 
Coastal Home Care, both of which provide com-
munity based services to the elderly and dis-
abled.  Altrus does assisted living facilities and 

Coastal Home Care provides private home care. 
Jesse is a member of the Savannah Chamber of Commerce, 
Greater Savannah Coalition on Aging, Forest City Gun Club 
and Executives Association of Savannah. 
Home and Phone: Skidaway Island, GA;  912-629-2468
Email: Jesse@jessepetrea.com 
Website: www.jessepetrea.com

Martin Sullivan, Jr. -  Graduated St. Andrew’s School 
and in 2008 Hampden-Sydney College (Va.) 
with a degree in Political Science. He was Sen-
ior Policy Advisor to Gary Black, Georgia Com-
missioner of Agriculture. He served as Aide to 
the Georgia Senate Natural Resources/ Envi-
ronment Committee. He has been a delegate to 
county and state Republican Conventions and 

attended the 2012 Republican National Convention. He cur-
rently works as an agent at Sapelo Insurance in Savannah. 
Home and Phone: Wilmington Island, GA;  912-547-4608
Email: MartinRSullivanJr@gmail.com
Website: www.votemartinsullivan.com                     
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Six candidates are running for Georgia’s 1st district U.S. 
House Seat (being vacated by Jack Kingston’s run for 
the U.S. Senate). The candidates are: 
Buddy Carter, Darwin Carter, Jeff Chapman, 
Bob Johnson, Earl Martin and John McCallum. 
To showcase the candidates, SIRC sponsored a free 
forum on March 27 moderated by Savannah radio talk 
show host Bill Edwards. He asked each candidate to 
make short opening remarks and then followed up with 
three questions of each candidate.
Buddy Carter Opening remarks – His philosophy of 
government is that government is not a job creator, but 
an environment creator so that the private sector can 
create the jobs. He also believes in a strong military. His 
view of  ObamaCare is that it needs a 3D solution:
Delay, Defund, and Default. 
1.  What do you think of the latest proposal by the GOP 

House Leadership to repeal the ACA and make a new 
market-based system work?

He first outlined his role in Georgia‘s American Health 
Care Freedom Act which would prohibit state 
employees from implementing ObamaCare. He also fully 
supports the House effort not to merely repeal  
ObamaCare but to replace it with a market based health 
care system.
 2.  It may be hard to cut our way to a solvent Entitlement 
System (Social Security, Medicare and Medicaid 
underfunded by some $70+ trillion). Do you envision any 
environment in which you would support raising federal 
revenue, but not by the failed “progressive” income tax 
system? 
He is not in favor of raising any taxes. His answer is to 
cut spending, reform entitlements and grow the 
economy.
 He would support a balanced budget amendment, and 
focused spending such as on the expansion of the 
Georgia ports with a 5.5 to 1 return on investment.  The 
state of Georgia appropriated $361 million for that effort, 
but the Obama proposed budget had nothing in it for the 
port expansion. 
3. How does your candidacy differ from others running? 

In your answer, cover why that difference matters. 
He stressed his business experience creating and 
expanding a small business, his role as Mayor of 
Pooler which saw a population growth from 4500 to 
19000, and his experience as a Georgia legislator that 
helped to balance the state budget.
____________________________________________
Darwin Carter Opening remarks – He highlighted the 
country’s current crisis in lack of leadership. Witness the 
national security and foreign policy debacle in the 
Crimea, and Congress’s ceding of power to the 
Executive Branch. 
1. It is a fine line between advocating pork legislation to 

benefit a Representative’s home district and promoting 
good measures that are a win-win for the country, the 
state and the district. How do you walk that fine line? 

He is opposed to pork and would fight against any 
legislation containing it. He pointed out that the 
Savannah Port expansion is good for all America even as 
it is good for Georgia and the coast; it has a strong return 
on investment.
2.  What is your position on a Constitutional Amendment 
for a Balanced Budget? 
He is generally in favor, but it is very expensive and 
time consuming to enact. It is much easier to start the 
process cutting waste right now – e.g all foreign aid (you 
can’t buy friendship).  Cut the UN funding as well. Ask 
Iraq to start paying us back for liberating them. They 
were broke and now have a viable economy with oil 
resources. 
3.  How does your candidacy differ from others 

running? In your answer, cover why that difference 
matters. 

He cited his experience in Washington with the Reagan 
administration, and his global perspective from 
his Agriculture and International roles.  He also knows 
how to get more jobs for the District from his familiarity 
with how Washington works.
____________________________________________
Jeff Chapman Opening remarks – He started in a paper 
mill and created a successful business that got merged 
with a large corporation – Waste Management where he 
served as an executive. He professed his 
genuine conservative status as strong on the military, the 
NRA and repeal of ACA. 
1.  Should the federal government have an active role 

in addressing the likely shortage of some 90,000 
needed physicians in the next decade? Especially 
given that the U.S. Constitution doesn’t seem to 
allow much if any federal role in Article I Section 8 and 
the 10th Amendment?  

He stressed his strong belief in the free market as part of 
any solution. 
2.  What is your position on the following alternatives to 
our current  “progressive” Income tax?

•      A Flat Tax
•      The FAIR Tax
•      A European-style Value Added Tax.

He opposed a VAT tax, and could support the other two. 
He actually prefers to address spending cuts than 
revenue issues.
3. How does your candidacy differ from others running? 

In your answer, cover why that difference matters. 
He has actually served in public office after his private 
sector experience. He highlighted his independence and 
fiscal responsibility in dealing with public issues, 
even siding with Democrats to stop some wastefulness in 
Brunswick politics.
____________________________________________
     
            Continued on page 5
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Bob Johnson Opening remarks – His experience is 
diverse. He served in the military as an Army 
Ranger.  He then chose to live in Georgia to attend 
medical school (his wife is from Savannah). He later 
served as a medical missionary. 
1. Many doctors are aghast at the Affordable Care 

Act’s draconian features, even though big name 
medical groups seem to support it, e.g. AMA, hospital 
associations and big Pharma? How do you explain 
this disconnect within the healthcare industry?  

Only 20 % of doctors are in the AMA, which is for 
convenience for most doctors. He attributed the crafting of 
ObamaCare to big insurance companies and academics. 
His preference for replacement is Rep. Tom Price’s 
bill which avoids the ACA price fixing which can only result 
in reduction of supply.  He would greatly expand health 
savings accounts to get rid of the federal government’s 
49% control of our health care system.
2. How would you remove fraud from our entitlement 

programs? 
A lot of the waste is just inadvertent mismanagement. If 
Walmart or Target ran a system like that, they would just 
cut a lot of the waste immediately.  Federal employees are 
just not motivated to do things efficiently. 
3.  How does your candidacy differ from others? In your 

answer, cover why that difference matters.  
His past experience is very relevant.  His military role 
dealt with counter terrorism. His medical experience helps 
to replace ObamaCare. His VA involvement would help to 
get more efficiency and effectiveness in that program.  In 
short, he highlighted his leadership, courage and passion 
for the job in Congress.
_________________________________________
Earl Martin Opening remarks – He also chose Georgia, 
being originally from New York State.  He is not a career 
politician and would end his political career after a 
self-imposed three-term limit. He decried the 
current situation where 50% of Congress are millionaires, 
yet they spend $1 to $2 million to get reelected each 
time, spending 20% to 30% of their time in Congress just 
doing fundraising. He would not. 
1. What do you think of the latest proposal by the 

GOP House Leadership to repeal the ACA and make a 
new market-based system work? 

He might support that, but he pointed out that not all 
government legislation is bad. He cited his support of the 
creation of many community health centers. The U.S. 
Public Health Administration has been very effective in 
channeling medical resources to rural areas by funding 
large portions of medical school tuition in exchange for 
service in underserved areas. 
2. What is your position on a Constitutional 

Amendment for a Balanced Budget? 
His view is that effort to enact one is wasted. Much 
better to actually make the effort just to balance the 
budget.
3. How does your candidacy differ from others running? In 

your answer, cover why that difference matters. 

He viewed his candidacy very differently. He has 
travelled to all 17 Counties in the 1st District and met with 
the real public in all of them. And he avoids lobbyists.
____________________________________________
John McCallum Opening remarks – He stressed he is not 
a career politician, but has a lot of experience and energy 
to try to reform what is broken in Congress. His time with 
Newt Gingrich leadership showed him that and how 
Washington could be fixed. His private sector success 
gives him hope that America can get back to what made it 
great in the past. ObamaCare has to be repealed and 
oppressive government regulation curtailed. The crisis 
today is that the Founding principles of our country 
are under serious threat from legislators who are either 
ignorant or worse, i.e. opposed to those principles. 
Gerrymandering of voting districts has created a House 
that is much more polarized, making it harder to get 
bipartisan support for anything. How would you gain 
support from remaining moderate Democrats on some key 
economic issues like restoring solvency to our national 
commitments of debt and entitlements? 
As a realist, he views that scenario is unlikely; the 
Congress is too polarized to convince the opposition to 
change and he is not for compromise of principles. 
Answer: change the minds of the electorate to reduce 
the uninformed opposition. His priority is to transform the 
nation back to the right original principles. Understand that 
the opponents are ideologically very different and willing to 
fight a hundred year fight to abandon the founding 
principles. (The implication was that radical Islam has 
already admitted they are willing to fight a 1000-year war 
until they win!) 
2. What would be the first two government programs 

you would target for substantial reform or even 
elimination? 

The recent expansion of disability recipients is the result 
of “Disability Mills” of corrupt lawyers and doctors 
bilking the Social Security system of $billions. Total 
estimates of Entitlement fraud are some $200 billion a 
year. That really adds up.  
The next obvious target is the U.S Department 
of Education. His view of Common Core is that it is an 
insidious expansion of federal power. The right direction is 
to kill federal power in education. He would even cut state 
power in the effort to return authority to the parents 
locally. This is based on his experience in trying to start 
Charter Schools in competition with traditional 
public schools.
3. How does your candidacy differ from others running? In 

your answer, cover why that difference matters. 
He is young enough to fight the needed fight and see it 
through. He is experienced enough from the Gingrich 
years to know how to do it. He is knowledgeable enough 
from his entrepreneurial success to see the right solutions. 
He has the perspective from lengthy studies of 
founding principles to know that power really comes from 
the people according to our Constitution and he is willing 
to fight for those principles.                                                                                        
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1. What should be done with ACA? Repeal? 
Modify? Postpone? Replace?
Buddy Carter - The “Affordable Care Act,” which is neither 
affordable nor offers better care; should be turned into a 3-D 
movie-Delay it, Defund it, and Defeat it. This law is a train 
wreck. 
Being shoved through Congress against the will of the 
American public is not how our Founding Fathers 
envisioned legislation of this magnitude being passed. It is 
not good for anyone. Businesses are having to cut 
employee hours, reduce staff, and withhold expansion in 
order to stay in business and comply with this overreaching 
law. In a time of mass unemployment, finding a good job is 
even harder because positions that once were full time and 
provided benefits have been cut to part time without 
benefits, hurting the prospective employee. Every state in 
this great nation now is expected to implement the Federal 
law costing the states hundreds of millions of dollars as they 
try to balance their budgets each year. This government 
overreach has no place in the greatest nation in the history 
of the world. 
Once elected, I will join the other conservatives in the fight 
to dismantle Obamacare and replace it with a real solution 
like Rep. Tom Price’s HR 2300, ending the ObamaCare folly 
and providing real solutions to real challenges facing 
America. 
Darwin Carter - The Affordable Care Act (an oxymoron), 
known as Obamacare, should be entirely repealed. It was 
enacted by Democrats (Pelosi-controlled House, Harry 
Reid-controlled Senate and signed by Obama). It is simply a 
shell game allowing insurers to charge responsible citizens 
a higher premium with larger deductibles in order to insure 
citizens who are not or cannot be insured under previous 
insurance guidelines, with the Government acting as 
intermediary via the exchanges. This is not the role of the 
United States Government. 
The answer to providing health care for the uninsured 
citizens is to incentivize volunteerism. Locally, America has 
3056 counties and parishes, almost every one of which has 
a health department; some have many. Tax credits to health 
care providers for few hours a week in clinics would provide 
needed care to the uninsured. This would take a great deal 
of pressure off hospital emergency rooms. It is one thing to 
rail against and repeal Obamacare, but a future 
Representative should have an answer to correcting a 
serious problem which exists in our country. 
Another direct cost of health care is medical liability 
insurance coverage. Physicians pay enormous premiums 
for these costs which are passed along to the patients. Tort 
reform legislation is essential in order to limit frivolous 
claims against providers, thereby reducing medical 
malpractice insurance premiums.
Jeff Chapman - We owe it to the American people to put 
real healthcare solutions on the table.  Before Obamacare, 
insurance companies had too much power over healthcare. 
Now, under Obamacare, government has control over 
health care. This law fundamentally interferes with personal 
decision-making and the patient-doctor relationship.

How about we put consumers in charge of their health care? 
Instead of a top-down system run by politicians, bureaucrats 
and big insurance companies, how about a bottom-up sys-
tem in which people buy the types of plans best suited for 
themselves and their families?  
Americans should have the ability to purchase affordable, 
catastrophic insurance plans accompanied by health sav-
ings accounts. Our health care policy should reward the 
creation of affordable options and the availability of health 
savings accounts: pre-tax accounts funded by employers 
and employees could cover routine health care costs out of 
pocket.
Why can Americans only purchase health plans within state 
lines?  We purchase goods and services across state lines. 
Isn't it time we let people buy the best insurance plan, in-
state or out-of-state?
Interestingly, employment-based health insurance qualifies 
for a generous tax exclusion, but an individual purchasing 
insurance does not qualify for the same tax exclusion.  I be-
lieve we should fix our tax code so non-employment-based 
insurance is provided the same tax treatment.
A tremendous cost-driver for the American health care sys-
tem is medical-malpractice premiums and defensive medi-
cine. I will fight for common-sense limits on medical mal-
practice lawsuits against doctors who act in good faith in 
treating their patients.
Health care is a highly distorted market. When was the last 
time you saw a doctor list his prices? Because an insurance 
company often pays most of the bill, consumers have little 
incentive to make cost-conscious decisions. This must 
change if we are to drive down health care costs.

Bob Johnson - The PPACA, aka "ObamaCare", is wrong 
for America in almost every conceivable way. It must be re-
pealed and replaced with sane, limited legislation that in-
vigorates the health care marketplace by reducing regula-
tion, encouraging competition and innovation, while promot-
ing basic standards of safety and quality and maintaining a 
safety net for the most vulnerable and unfortunate Ameri-
cans.
Why is this legislation so bad? It takes control of a huge in-
dustry  serving over 85% of Americans well and injects an 
intrusive force of Big Government into a most intimate inter-
personal transactions: medical care. It violates the funda-
mental purpose of our Republic and Constitution: empower 
the people to control  government and repress government 
growing more intrusive.
ObamaCare is so complicated, massive and unwieldy, that 
its most profound impacts will assuredly be in yet-to-be-
witnessed unintended consequences. In communities where 
Medicaid enrollment expanded under PPACA, Emergency 
Room visits by new enrollees actually grew by 20%. Why? 
Because there was no expansion of primary care physicians 
to accommodate this surge of newly enrolled patients And 
that ER visit was now completely free! When the free mar-
ketplace functions well, unintended consequences rarely oc-
cur. Now the CBO projects losing of millions of jobs in the next 
decade as a result of PPACA.
                 (continued on page 7)
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Earl Martin - ACA needs to be repealed as soon as possible; 
the longer it’s in place the more expensive it gets. A recent ex-
ample is the revelation that the government/taxpayers are on 
the hook to the insurance companies should they enter the pro-
verbial "death spiral". It appears that we as a people will be 
running up our debt by trillions more for what end: A system that 
prior to its enactment had satisfied 85% of the population and 
now perhaps satisfies less than 5 million. Mainly it’s those with 
pre-existing conditions who can now get insurance heavily sub-
sidized by the remaining population.
It is a Democratic canard that no one has suggested
an alternative to the admittedly flawed ACA. Tom Price from our 
own state of Georgia has submitted such a replacement
plan. Allow insurance plans to cross state lines, implement tort 
reform, and permit portability of health care coverage.
In addition, to increase health care access, the community
network of primary health care clinics needs to be expanded 
with increased funding. This is a system has proven it works. 
Another program that works is the National Health Service 
Corps that provides US Public Health Scholarships to medical 
students in exchange for serving in medical manpower short-
age areas around the country. The current system needed 
some improvement, but not the massive calamity designed into 
ACA. There are better ways to increase access to health care, 
without destroying the U.S. health insurance system that works 
fine for 85% of the population!
John McCallum - President Obama sold the “Affordable Care 
Act” to the American people by making a series of empty prom-
ises that have since been broken.  As a result, 4.7 million poli-
cies have been cancelled; premiums have increased by an av-
erage of $2,976 per family; an estimated 2.3 million full-time 
jobs will be lost; and 31 million Americans are projected to re-
main uninsured even after a full decade of implementation.
Obamacare must be repealed.  However, returning to the status 
quo is not an acceptable alternative.  The law must be replaced 
with patient-centered, free-market solutions that return control 
to patients and their doctors, not insurance companies and 
government bureaucrats.  Policies should be portable across 
jobs and purchasable across state lines.  Individuals should 
receive tax incentives for purchasing coverage.  Finally, medical 
liability laws (i.e. tort reform), Medicare, and Medicaid must be 
reformed to reduce waste, fraud, and abuse.  
2. What can be done to address the staggering  
national debt of $17 trillion and climbing rapidly? 
Darwin Carter - The Federal Government has no coherent 
budget program. We are on a “Bullet Train to Financial 
Disaster”. The following is a list of steps to be taken:  
Spending: a. Expenditures may not exceed the previous fiscal 
years revenue. 
b. Eliminate wasteful spending by prohibiting good legislation 
being held hostage in order to fund pet projects of legislators. 
This is nothing more than an ear mark type tactic. 
c. Cut the size of the Federal Government by eliminating 
agencies, commissions and one entire government Department 
(Education). 
d. Eliminate Foreign Aid. 
e. Eliminate 80% of the support we provide to the United 
Nations. 
Revenue:  a. Demand compensation from Iraq for its liberation. 
This compensation should come from their oil sales, and said 
income should be used for the care of our returning veterans 
and the cost of that war. 
b. The United States holds many "non performing assets" which 
could be sold into the private sector; thereby, freeing up capital 

which by mandate could only be applied to the principal of our 
National Debt. 
c. "Get people back to work!" Workers provide payroll taxes, 
and high unemployment diminishes revenue. This 
administration seems bent upon implementing disincentives to 
work creation! 
Americans are benevolent creatures. We are first to assist 
people around the world when disaster strikes, and we should 
continue helping when we can; however, it is past time for 
America to stop being "Santa Claus" to the world. Foreign Aid, 
the United Nations and regional wars are draining us of our 
financial and human resources.
Jeff Chapman - Every dollar out of the private economy given 
to government, whether through taxation or borrowing, hurts 
our economy. We’re denying the facts if we believe that explo-
sive growth in government isn't hurting our economy right now.
Reducing the size, cost and scope of government will be priority 
number one for me in Congress. The current federal debt is an 
astonishing $17 trillion, but factor in unfunded liabilities and the 
real figure is close to $100 trillion.
It’s not enough just to trim around the edges and expend politi-
cal capital on small sequesters. Instead, we need to provide a 
vision for a small federal government. That is my central goal. 
The following policies will help facilitate that goal in practice:
In the 1990s, a meaningful Balanced Budget Amendment fell 
just short of passage in Congress. Imagine how much different 
things might be today if Congress and the President had been 
forced to make ends meet these past 20 years. Rebuilding 
support for the Balanced Budget Amendment will take time and 
hard work, but it is essential. The sooner Congress is forced to 
end deficit spending, the better.
The President should have the ability to cut specific "line items" 
of the budget instead of having to accept or veto the entire 
budget. Nearly every Governor in America has line-item veto 
authority. I believe the President deserves the same.
President Obama and Congress have used the budget to re-
ward politically-connected companies and industries and punish 
others. Solyndra-style subsidies aren't just expensive and 
wasteful; they are corrupt. A big donation to President Obama's 
campaign shouldn't entitle someone to a "stimulus" grant or 
government handout. Corporate welfare must come to an end.
Bob Johnson - Our federal government is addicted to 
spending...our money! We must elect officials with the courage, 
discipline and intelligence to cut wasteful programs and even 
whole Departments: Dept. of Education comes first to mind. 
These officials must exhibit a true commitment to a fundamen-
tally conservative understanding that a dollar spent by a citizen 
in his own community will usually be spent with greater thrift 
and wisdom than one spent by a government functionary at 
local, state and federal levels for any purpose. Many current 
Republican politicians pay lip service to this principle yet un-
abashedly vote otherwise at both state and federal levels. 
We have plenty of revenue...just too much spending! The in-
come tax cuts during both the Kennedy and Reagan admini-
strations led to revenue increases by allowing the economy to 
grow at healthy rates.
We clearly need a Balanced Budget Amendment. It should 
have a "safety clause" to allow government borrowing only for a 
limited time and requiring a 2/3 majority of BOTH houses of 
Congress in the event of cataclysmic events.
            (continued on page 8)
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Earl Martin - To stem the rise in the national debt, start with 
the Simpson-Bowles plan commissioned several years ago and 
then forgotten. While not perfect, it had bipartisan support.
Means test Social Security and Medicare and increase the age 
requirements for eligibility. Consider a wage freeze for govern-
ment employees making over $100k until the deficit is gone.
Attack massive bureaucracy and waste within all federal pro-
grams (but don’t cut veterans benefits). Start with Homeland 
Security or the newest bureaucracy the TSA. 
All Department Heads need to identify the dead wood and inef-
ficient /ineffective programs that never undergo scrutiny and 
live forever with “continuing resolutions.” They have never done 
zero base budgeting that rules in the private sector.
Other obvious programs for scrutiny are Social Security Disabil-
ity and Food Stamps. Reverse their recent rapid growth so fu-
ture generations don’t use them as a permanent lifestyle.
John McCallum - The single greatest threat to America’s se-
curity and prosperity is our debt.  Every child born in America 
today will inherit $1.5 million of national debt at birth. In addition 
to our $17 trillion debt, we have $86 trillion in unfunded liabili-
ties for entitlement promises made but simply cannot be kept.  
To address spending short term, Congress must demand any 
increase in the debt ceiling trigger automatic spending cuts. 
Long term, we must must pass a Balanced Budget Amendment 
and reform entitlement programs to reduce waste and fraud. 
As for revenue, we must grow our way to prosperity. Make indi-
vidual and corporate tax codes fairer, flatter and more competi-
tive. It will help create jobs and grow our economy to increase 
revenue and lower debt. But never try to balance the budget or 
play politics at the expense of our military personnel. Period.    
Buddy	  Carter	  -‐	  The national debt is the economic crisis of our 
generation. Its crushing burden will weigh heavily on our chil-
dren and grandchildren unless we start fixing the problem now. 
Excessive borrowing and spending must stop. The first step to 
this is a balanced budget. 
I support a Constitutional amendment. Georgia’s General As-
sembly balanced the State budget every year. As a small busi-
ness owner, I can’t spend money that is not there and as a 
husband and father, you have to cut back on some things to 
afford the necessities of life. In every aspect of my life, I know 
how to balance budgets and have done it every year since I left 
home. 
Take a hard look at whether agencies still serve a purpose. EPA 
and Department of Energy are enormous cost centers to be 
reigned in dramatically. The Department of Education should be 
abolished, shifting power and decisions to the states and local 
governments. Bureaucrats who have never been to Georgia 
should not be telling us what type of gas to put in our car or 
how our children should be educated. 
We need entitlement reform. Reform welfare back to when 
Newt Gingrich was Speaker of the House, not now where 
Obama has substantially more people on food stamps than 
ever before.   
Simplify the IRS Code must be simplified, e.g. the “Fair Tax” or 
the “Flat Tax.” The current thousands of pages and loopholes 
and inequality do not work. Return our tax code back to a sys-
tem of equality and responsibility. 
We can grow our way out of this economic crisis. It is not the 
role of government to create jobs, but to nurture an environ-
ment where businesses prosper and create jobs.  We did this in 
Pooler when I was Mayor and the results are obvious.  
It is a multistep process to get our debt under control.  We 
didn’t get into this mess overnight and we cannot solve it over-

night.  With welfare reform, agency cuts, balancing the budget, 
simplifying the tax code and with a more business friendly regu-
latory and taxing environment, we can start to climb out of the 
deficit hole.  We owe it to future generations. 
3.  Entitlements (e.g. Soc. Security, Medicare) under-
funding is more than $70 trillion! What’s the solution? 
Jeff Chapman - Elected officials typically run on ending 
"waste, fraud and abuse," as if budget problems could be 
solved by these means alone. Reality is much tougher. 
Entitlement programs are paying out far more than they take in. 
Real leadership and tough decision-making are a must for 
effective reform of entitlements.
Short term, we must consider raising the retirement age and 
block grant Medicaid back to the states to more effectively run 
the programs and rein in spending. Repeal Obamacare and 
restore tough welfare eligibility rules approved in the 1990s but 
eased by the Obama Administration.
Long run, make it beneficial for people to work rather 
than attach themselves as dependents to the federal 
government. Lowering and simplifying corporate and personal 
income tax rates would reward productive behavior and 
hard work, put more dollars in consumers' pockets, and 
make more dollars available for investment, translating into 
more jobs for families.
Lastly, if a new federal entitlement program is proposed, it 
should be thoroughly vetted by Congress in order to establish 
its necessity, determine its cost, and verify its alleged worth. 
Not only should the worth of a program be validated before it’s 
voted-on but ongoing validation should take place as well to 
determine if what was promised was delivered. Programs that 
fail strict validation should be revised or eliminated altogether.
Bob Johnson -  Consider Social Security and Medicare. The 
Concord Coalition study showed that very few citizens contrib-
uted enough to these programs to cover their own expemses 
beyond age 70. These programs are little more than Ponzi 
schemes. 
Paul Ryan's plan to gradually increase the age of enrollment 
and "voucherize" some health care expenditures will give more 
control and flexibility to enrollees while promoting competition 
and thrift in healthcare decision making. Consider Dr. Ben Car-
son's suggestion for lifelong HSA accounts that allow us to save 
pretax dollars for longer term medical needs.
 Medicaid could also be "voucherized". If a recipient knows he 
had a limited amount of money to spend on routine health care, 
he’d more likely choose to wait until Monday to go to the clinic 
for a nagging cough where a visit might cost under $100, rather 
than go to the ER on Saturday night where the bill would be 
$500 or more (a provision in HR 2300).
Short-term solutions? Not worthy of consideration. 
Earl Martin - Entitlement reform has to be done sooner rather 
than later. Cash flows will turn negative soon with no assets 
invested to bail us out when the liabilities become more mas-
sive. Our children and grandchildren have so much debt that in 
a generation or two, they may need to learn Chinese. 
Darwin Carter - In the short-erm, eliminate waste, fraud and 
abuse. Properly managing these programs would save billions. 
Yet Obama has shown no inclination to eliminating the waste. 
Congress should act. Cash infusions to keep these programs 
afloat can only come from general obligation funds.  
Long-term, change Social Security to gradually increase 
eligibility to 70 but only for for new entrants, and increase 
contributions.      
      (continued on page 9)
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4. Are there areas for compromise with Demo-
crats on growing the economy? 
Bob Johnson - First disabuse ourselves of two liberal 
canards:  1. "The truth is always somewhere in the middle." 
Really? Neville Chamberlain discovered otherwise, with tragic 
results for millions of people worldwide.
 2. "Conservatives never compromise because they are 
ideologically inflexible."
Conservatives have been "compromising" with the progressive 
elements of BOTH parties since the Eisenhower administration. 
This has earned us $17 trillion in debt and a behemoth, and a 
predatory and intrusive federal machine.   
On the other hand we do need to work together to preserve 
safety net programs: care of the elderly, the profoundly disabled 
and the very poor. As noted previously, these programs are 
currently unsustainable "Ponzi schemes." Safety net hospitals 
like Memorial need secure, reliable funding, primarily from state 
and local resources. Our nation has done a horrible job of 
caring for those disabled by mental illness, and I will work with 
anyone to solve this intractable public health problem.
We need to work together for Veteran's care & benefits and 
common sense solutions to Defense budgeting.
Earl Martin - Even the Democrats know that we are going in 
the wrong direction: you cannot borrow your way to prosperity. 
We musst get beyond defending the last Republican administra-
tion which also had deficit spending and enlarged the govern-
ment. In essence, we were wrong during the Bush years, but 
that was then and this is now.
Government is out of control. Now it is about protecting gov-
ernment jobs and not helping the people. We must shine a light 
on even sacred programs like Head Start and Medicaid that 
have questionable benefits. Have the courage to say enough is 
enough. Support those programs that have worked and get rid 
of those that have not. Democrats smugly tell us they are the 
party of science. Will they join us in honestly looking at the 
data? We must hold their feet to the fire on these issues. The 
time for hypocrisy is over!
Jeff Chapman - One area with room for compromise with 
Democrats is the budget process. Right now, power brokers in 
the majority party make the key decisions on appropriations. 
Special interests, favoritism and pet projects are an integral part 
of power politics, so budget decisions can work against the 
larger public interest. Across party lines, I would promote that 
budget decisions be prioritized by merit, fact-based and 
objective, and not judged by who is proposing them.
Republicans and Democrats largely agree that real economic 
growth and sustainability flow naturally from a free market 
system not "gamed" by those who use the power of government 
to socialize their costs, minimize their risk, and pocket ill-gained 
profits. Both parties can work together to ensure that incentives 
provided for economic growth and job creation produce the 
intended results. If we don't, we will end up throwing away 
taxpayer dollars for the benefit of a few and limit job creation.
Both parties agree that to help grow jobs, we need an economic 
environment friendly to business and fair at the same time. To 
accomplish these twin goals we must ensure that the free 
market system functions smoothly. Avoid handing out incentives 
that hinder economic growth and smother competition from an 
uneven playing field. Doling out exclusive rights to any one 
individual or company disrespects free enterprise values, 
disadvantages others and invites further abuse of public trust. 
5. What’s the ultimate solution to our immigration 
problem and what’s role of states vs. Federal Govt.?

Earl Martin - The 1980's had a grand immigration solution 
from a Reagan-Tip O'Neill plan that was never totally enforced. 
Instead of always telling Congress to pass a new law,  this Ad-
ministration needs to execute the law already on the books.  
The current immigration system does need fixing due to fraud 
and abuse on a daily basis.  If we want to attract Hispanic vot-
ers,  we must shut up ourselves and LISTEN to what they have 
to say and their concerns.  We do not have to always agree,but 
we must give them the respect to listen or they will continue to 
write us off as in the past.
John McCallum - The U.S. is a nation of immigrants, but it is 
also a nation of laws. We can’t address the problem of 12 mil-
lion immigrants living here illegally until we first secure our bor-
ders.  You cannot fix a leaky pipe without first turning off the wa-
ter.  A persistent threat of terrorism makes this crucial.
After securing our borders, we must develop a system to enable  
Immigration and Customs Enforcement officials to monitor those 
with temporary visas so they do not overstay their welcome.  
Immigration policy and border security are federal responsibili-
ties; however, local, state, and federal law enforcement officials 
should cooperate to identify, arrest and deport illegal immigrants 
especially those suspected of committing another crime. Prose-
cute employers who knowingly and willfully hire them. Under no 
circumstance is amnesty a solution. 
Buddy Carter - Secure our borders first. Law enforcement 
can’t solve immigration problems internally with a porous border 
that will just let more illegals enter. It is inefficient and costly. 
Only when our borders are secured can we deal with illegal 
immigrants already in our country.  
Next, enforce our laws largely using the federal government. 
The current administration does nothing to enforce. Clearly the 
Federal Government is unable or unwilling to deal with this 
issue. Local governments should have the right to uphold the 
laws, but should never have to work against or without help 
from federal law enforcement. State and local law enforcement 
agencies should work together with federal law enforcement.  
Bob Johnson - There are several "moving parts" to the immi-
gration debate, so let us consider them separately: 
Border Security. For several years, Hezbollah agents have been 
learning Spanish and crossing the southern border to work with 
Latin American drug cartels, selling drugs, laundering money 
and creating terrorist networks. We know this from first hand 
reports of FBI agents on the border. Secure our borders!
Temporary agricultural workers are needed in farming. This has 
been true since the first Braceros programs were attempted in 
the Central Valley of California in the 1910's. Our federal gov-
ernment has been lazy and inefficient at certifying workers for 
these programs and that has led to rampant illegal immigration. 
We cannot deport 12 million people, but they should never be 
given a path to citizenship. We need a program of documenta-
tion, tracking and full taxation to support the health and educa-
tional opportunities that they consume. And we must secure our 
borders to prevent future mass migrations of unskilled workers 
into our nation.
We do a horrible job of bringing in the types of immigrants that 
we need and desire: well educated, entrepreneurial individuals 
who wait in line for years, drawn to our shores by the American 
Dream. This should not be hard to fix by privatizing appropriate 
elements of this process.
These three parts of our immigration policy should be ad-
dressed individually, rather than in an omnibus bill.
                    (continued on page 10)
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6.  How can the Republican Party put aside its 
internal rifts to effectively regain control? 
John McCallum -	  “If a house is divided against itself, that 
house cannot stand.” – Mark 3:25.	  	  America is at a tipping point, 
and the future of our nation hangs in the balance.  The stakes 
are too high for intraparty bickering to cost Republicans critical 
elections.  We must unite behind policies that spur growth in-
cluding tax, spending, and regulatory reform.  It will take all of 
us, working together, to regain control of our country and put 
power back in the hands of the people where it belongs, just as 
the Founders intended. 
During the Contract with America, Republicans took a proactive, 
solution-oriented approach by advocating a clear, conservative 
agenda for America.  That approach led to a majority in the U.S. 
House of Representatives for the first time in 40 years.  We 
must once again be the party of ideas and solutions if we ex-
pect to lead in the future.   
Buddy Carter - As a Party we must follow President 
Reagan’s 11th Eleventh Commandment: “Thou shalt not speak 
ill of any fellow Republican.” We have always been the “Big Tent 
Party” and right now the three largest groups under our tent are 
the TEA Party, the social conservatives and the moderates. 
They are drawn to our Party because of what we stands for: 
less government and more individual freedom. They are not 
saboteurs, but individuals with whom we share a common 
ground which we should use to move the party and the country 
in the right direction. We cannot afford to focus on our 
differences, as this will only tear us apart. 
There is a difference in a healthy debate and hurling lies and 
mud just hoping something sticks. It disappoints me when 
Republicans resort to desperate tactics like name calling, 
distorting truths, and manipulating one’s words in order to 
mislead. While this is a big tent, there is no room under the tent 
for people like this. These are only desperate attempts at 
distracting voters from the real issues. The party deserves 
better than that. As long as we are the “Big Tent Party,” factions 
within the party will always disagree on varying issues, but we 
must never let these issues tear us apart. We must continue 
moving forward, spreading the message of less government 
and individual freedom. 
Darwin Carter - Georgia’s Republican Party has experienced 
great success over the past few years. It holds all Constitutional  
Offices and a majority in the House and Senate. 
This success, however, comes with a drawback. Democrats in 
the past have realized they could not defeat the Republicans, 
because their message and political philosophy is totally "out of 
step" with most Georgians. Therefore, they have employed the 
tactic: if you can't beat them, then join them.  
The Republican Party over the last ten years has accepted 
many "converts" from the Democrats.  The problem is: They fly 
the Republican Flag, but still act like Democrats, and the votes 
they cast in office are not reflective of Republican principles. 
The more conservative Republicans have rebelled at this. Thus 
the rise of the Tea Party. Examine its philosophy: it is not a 
party; it is a movement (Taxed Enough Already). 
If the Republican Party is to continue its success, it will be 
required to find a way to work with this group.  A house divided 
will not survive. 
In 2014, Chicago organizer Barak Obama will infuse massive 
resources into Georgia. He and his Democrat colleagues 
see an opportunity to elect Democrats and RINOS. This cannot 
be allowed to happen. The Republican Party must do a better 
job of vetting their candidates. 

My Republican and Tea Party friends: let's find some common 
ground upon which we can agree. 
My former boss, Ronald Reagan had a simple philosophy: Less 
government, less taxes and a strong Military.  Using this as our 
guide, let's march in lockstep to turn back this new Democrat 
initiative and remain the party that Ronald Reagan brought to 
great prominence. 
Jeff Chapman - This question is one that’s particularly 
important, for if we can’t function as a cohesive party, we 
diminish, if not cripple, our ability to put America back on the 
right track.
With that said, the rifts within the Republican Party stem 
primarily from discontent with how we practice our principles 
rather than disagreements over what we stand for as party. If 
this is so, then the key to healing those rifts lies in holding fast 
to our conservative principles while turning our words into 
action and promises into results.
This can be accomplished by electing conservatives whose 
records of service say “I can get things done; I can produce real  
conservative results.” In short, people of principle and action 
are needed in Congress and in leadership positions within the 
party. Conversely, party unity will continue to suffer by electing 
individuals who toss around rhetoric and high-sounding 
promises and then fail to deliver the goods.
In addition to securing party unity by practicing what we preach, 
by delivering the goods, we should look for things we have in 
common with diverse groups and advance those commonalties 
whenever possible.  We must accept the fact that being true to 
our values doesn’t mean we can’t be flexible in order to get the 
right things done.  If we don’t do this as a party, we’ll limit our 
ability to accomplish what you asked, which is to “win control of 
our country for long-term solutions.”
By the way this answer is not theoretical. It reflects my record 
as a public servant -- my commitment to 
conservative principles, to sticking to those principles even in 
the most challenging of circumstances, and to being flexible in 
how to produce the right results.  
Bob Johnson - First of all, the internal debate in the GOP 
would be easier to pursue if those who were centrists stopped 
calling themselves "conservatives". I won't provide a list: you 
know who they are! We will always have internal debate; in fact 
we would be a dead party if we did not address the great issues 
of our day with robust discourse. We SHOULD rally around our 
shared principles:
  Economic growth
  Small government
  Personal responsibility & liberty
  Unlimited opportunity
  Strong national defense
Earl Martin - Unfortunately within the Republican party, the 
top 1% in this country hold inordinate power and they continue 
to wield that power on a daily basis. Now if the party wants to 
continue to fall in line with the 1 % we will always be a minority 
party. The arithmetic is inescapable. People do vote their pock-
etbooks but it also requires passion to win elections.  
To slay leviathan you must summon up courage.  To stand 
against the status quo you must be willing to speak the truth 
whatever the consequences. The time to continue to kick the 
can down the road has to stop! We cannot compete with the 
other party giving away "free" stuff but we can be the party to 
stand for freedom!! 
    (continued on page 11)
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7. Where do you stand on The Biggert-Waters 
Act causing flood insurance rates in coastal 
Georgia to skyrocket?
Buddy Carter - In my opinion one of the biggest issues 
impacting coastal Georgia and the 1st District is The 
Biggert-Waters Act which is causing flood insurance rates 
for homeowners and businesses to skyrocket.  
I would like it to be very clear that I am 100% against 
Biggert-Waters and would immediately move to repeal the 
law as your congressman. This law threatens our coastal 
housing market, homebuilders, realtors and others who earn 
a living working in similar industries. But this law does 
something else. It threatens the very dream of home 
ownership for so many Georgians here in the 1st District. 
As a conservative, I understand how dangerous subsidies 
can be, but there are better ways to bring the flood 
insurance costs closer to true market value. Less than a 
dozen hurricanes have directly hit Georgia in the last 200 
years. There is not a frequent history of floods and flood 
claims in our coastal counties and river communities. To me 
it is every bit as bad to use your tax dollars to subsidize 
flood insurance as it is to use your premiums to pay off 
regions that are affected by tornadoes in the Midwest or by 
earthquakes in California. Insurance of all kinds is based on 
both historical data as well as risk assessment, but this is 
just another example of the Federal Government handing 
down one size fits all legislation that sees all flood zones as 
equal no matter what historical data shows. 
Bringing flood insurance costs closer to true market value is 
important, but we cannot do this on the backs of the citizens 
of coastal Georgia.  It has the potential to cause another 
housing market crash in an already unstable climate.  This 
type of housing market crash will reverberate throughout all 
sectors of the economy as we have all seen over the last 
several years. 
Currently in the Georgia legislature there are two bills that 
have been introduced encouraging a full repeal or 
amendment of the Biggert-Waters Act.  I am proud to say 
that I was the second Senator to sign on to the senate bill. I 
am also proud to have had the opportunity to speak out 
against Biggert-Waters at the town hall meetings throughout 
coastal Georgia where I described my past efforts at 
addressing the flood mapping process to try and improve 
the accuracy of those maps. Like Obamacare, the Biggert 
Waters Act must be repealed and replaced with a more 
viable solution to a very real problem.

8. What are the Keys to Economic Growth of 
the First Congressional District?
Darwin Carter - No other Congressional District in 
America possesses the natural and human resources, as 
does the First Congressional District of Georgia: Two sea 
ports, three interstate highways, two class one  railroads, 
massive farm land, ample water, a moderate climate and a 
labor force ready to be employed. 
Almost every county and city in this district has invested in 
infrastructure. They have built industrial parks, increased 
water and sewage capacity and invested in training their 
citizens to go to work. 
It is incumbent upon your Federal Representative to use his 
/ her office to promote industry and trade development in 
this section of Georgia. 

In choosing your next member of Congress, you should 
carefully examine his/her credentials relative to this area. 
We live and function in a global community; Therefore, your 
next member of Congress should:
A. Possess a working knowledge of international business.
B. Have a working knowledge of the Export / Import and 
World Banks.
C. Possess a business background and have been 
responsible for "meeting a payroll".
D. Demonstrate the ability to manage massive government 
programs. 
E. Be able to recruit large National and international 
companies to the First Congressional District. 
F. Work with local governments to match them with industrial 
clients seeking to expand. 
G. Assist local companies to expand their markets. 
H. Work diligently to delete unnecessary regulations that 
current business and industry has to endure. 
I. Reduce the tax liabilities on individuals and companies. 
J. Insure the Savannah Harbor Expansion Project is fully 
funded. 
K. Adequate funds must be available for the Brunswick Port 
to dredge and maintain its’ waterways. 
Georgia's First Congressional District is poised to expand 
rapidly. The missing element in this equation is leadership. I 
feel that I have the knowledge, experience and leadership 
qualities to fill that void. 

9. What is the most important need for change 
in Congress?
John McCallum - As an entrepreneur and businessman, I 
am concerned about the future of our great nation.
Washington is stuck in tired, old arguments between the 
right and the left that are more about settling partisan scores 
than developing innovative solutions that will enable Amer-
ica to break from the past and win the future.  
The future will be digital, mobile, and personal.  Washington, 
on the other hand, is analog, static, and impersonal.  While 
bureaucrats in Washington seek to implement one-size-fits-
all solutions, individuals are demanding increasingly custom-
ized ones.  
In almost every sector of our economy, new ideas and tech-
nologies are propelling America forward.  In education, while 
bureaucrats and unions are protecting the status quo of fail-
ing schools, the Internet is enabling both young and old to 
access incredible amounts of knowledge.  In medicine, while 
Washington insists on a one-size-fits-all solution to health-
care, the fusion of genomics, digital technology, and biology 
has enabled doctors to offer more personalized treatments 
for their patients.  On the energy front, while Washington 
diverts capital from the free market into unproven “green” 
initiatives, private sector entrepreneurs have invented hori-
zontal drilling techniques to unlock trapped resources and 
set America on a course for energy independence. 
Everywhere you look, pioneers of the future are breaking 
new boundaries, despite Washington’s best efforts to keep 
them from doing so.  To win the future, American needs a 
new generation of bold, conservative leaders who recognize 
that government’s role is to provide a level playing field, not 
pick winners and losers. 
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LIFE MEMBERS WHO ARE SUSTAINING MEMBERS
Last Name Last Name Last Name
Barton Bill Susan Lindholm Cliff Karen Seaton Charles nell
Cartledge Gene Gale Loupee Jerry Bonnie Shantz Tom Helen
Eckburg Dick Judy Mc Kenzie Herb Joan Sharp Tom Mary
Emery Jim Melissa McLaughlin Sam Barbara Sherrill Jackson Ann
Flaherty Betsy Nickels Bob Carol Shomaker Richard Jean
Kane John Frances Ogren Beverly Stephens Jerry Helen
Larsen Ken Nancy Paull  John Barbara Ulmer Bill Patty
Lerch David Sharon Rosefield Sara Vestal Joseph

Wettengel Sue

SUSTAINING MEMBERS
Last Name Last Name Last Name
Aiken Chris Hartson Verne Lynnetta Palmer Philip Regina
Baldacci Thomas Judy Heaton Frances Persons Will Chris
Barquist Shelly Judy Heussler Bud Ginger Peterson Russ Louise
Barrow David Elaine Hill Jim Ginger Petrea Jesse Brianna
Berkowitz Dick Lynn Hipp Jerry Ann Platte John Louise
Blevins Alan Amy Holland Will Jean Porter Win Linda
Bocard Gary Sandy Hope  Charles Devon Potterfield Thomas Ruth
Boggs Phil Patty Gartland Arthur Andrea Powell Donald Phillis
Brady Lori Innes John Marianne Powell Robert Margaret
Brown Hazel Jarman Bob  Protz Jane
Carini Paul Judy Johnston Tom Jettie Randolph Guy Sandy
Chapman Jeff Kaster Jack Joan Reinhard Bob Jane
Cohen Irvin Klahr Dean Carroll Robey Lee Betty
Copp John Lasker Mark Sybil Schirmacher Paul Gerri
Cote' Richard Marian Maugh Roger Judy Schwier Jean
Coulter Denny Julie McCain William Susan Sellers Tish
Croci Hank Suzanne McGough Chuck Liz Senkowski Mary Ann 
Dawson Pat Meeker Jack Jean Shea Brendan Patricia
Dolson Tom Judie Miller Dick Simons David Rachel
Duffie Ed Onnie Morris Ron Peg Staimer George Carol
Duncan Max Trilby Myers Dick Rhea Steigmeier Andrew Carolyn
Eppel John Carol Nangle Jane Stewart Jeff Angie
Faircloth Bob Jean Neely Jay Courtney Stryker Howard Audrey
Fielitz Bruce Nancy Nelson Richard Kristine Suelflow Ray
Forssell Mark Shirley Nusloch Jerry Caroline Thompson John Nancy
Freund Lisa Oberdank Larry Arlene Towson Michael
Friday Marc Laura O'Brien Charles Mari Walters Mike Mary Anne
Gartland Arthur Andrea O'Connor Tim Margie Ware James Francine
Gilliam Joe Laura Oden Lewis Duane Wentworth Will Priss
Glass Curt Sandy Osborn Robert Valerie White Don Beverly
Goldman Gerald  Suzanne Osborn Tom Kathryn Witsell Leigh Ethel
Hamlet Joe Barbara Overton Jim Lis Wrenn Peter Jean
Hanlon Dan Donna Overton Scott Marolyn
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